Patient Weighing Systems can be found on pages 10 to 12 and include the Scale-Tronix 4802 Pediatric Scale, the Scale-Tronix 5002 Stand on Scale and the 6002 Wheelchair Scale.

**Cribbs and Youth Beds**
- Critical Care Cribs pg 3,4
- Cribette™ for Neonates pg 4
- Standard Crib pg 5
- Springfield Crib pg 5
- Stockton Bed pg 6
- Monroe Bed pg 6
- RaceCar Bed pg 6

**Champion Sleeper Chairs and Overnighters** Page 8

**Metro Pediatric Lifeline Crash Cart** Page 13

**Lionville Medication Carts** with automatic re-lock. Page 14

**AccessPoint workstation on wheels - Point of Care Carts** Page 16

**MedDispense Automated Dispense Cabinet.** Page 15

- Replacement pads pg 6
- Pediatric/Youth Stretcher pg 7
- Bassinets pg 7
- Ice & Water Dispensers pg 9
- Blanket Warmers pg 9
- Monitor Mounts/WallStations pg 17
- Medical Grade Refrigerators pg 18
- Organized Storage pg 18, 19
**HARD DOERNBECHER™ CRITICAL CARE CRIB FOR INFANTS AND TODDLERS**

Exceptional 360º Patient Access

Designed specifically for the optimal care of the critically ill older infant or toddler in the Pediatric ICU setting.

**PATIENT PROFILE:** 2 months to 6 years up to 150 lbs (68 Kg)

**SPECS:**

- **OVERALL SIZE:** 30" x 60", 36" X 60"
- **MATTRESS SIZE:** 28"x58"x5", 34"x58"x5" 5" thick
- **PLATFORM HEIGHT:** 32" to 44" (Doernbecher)
  - 29" to 41" (Doernbecher II)
- **OVERALL HEIGHT:** 59" (Doernbecher)
  - 75" (Doernbecher II)
- **HEIGHT OF SIDES:** 26" (Doernbecher)
  - 45" (Doernbecher II)
- **SCALE:** Accuracy: ±0.1 Kg
  - Range: 0.4 - 40 Kg
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HARD’s iCrib™ is an appropriately sized crib for your critical care neonates and its small size allows it to fit seamlessly into NICU where space is at a premium.

Patient Profile: NICU - newborn

**Specs:**
- Overall Dimensions: 30" x 44"
- Mattress Dimensions: 28" x 42" x 3"
- Overall Crib Height: 47"
- Floor to top of platform: 34" to 38"
- Height of sides: 12"

Scale:
- Accuracy: ±0.1 Kg
- Range: 0.4 - 40 Kg

HARD is North America's Number One manufacturer of cribs and youth beds for the hospital market. Their cribs come in all sizes. Look at the space saving 25” x 36” cribette for neonates. For pediatric patients aged 1 to 3, consider the Springfield crib which is available in many sizes. For older patients, the Monroe Bed, sized to suit your patient.

HARD’s space saving Cribette™ is ideal for your nursery and the Twin Cribette™ is perfect for twins.

Patient Profile: NICU - newborn

**Specs:**
- Overall Dimensions:
  - Cribette 1911: 25" x 36"
  - Twin Cribette1914: 30" x 44"
- Mattress Dimensions:
  - Cribette 1911: 22" x 34" x 3"
  - Twin Cribette1914: 28" x 42" x 3"
- Overall Crib Height: 47"
- Height of sides: 13"

More than 50 Canadian healthcare facilities use a HARD cribette for their newborns.
CRIBS AND YOUTH BEDS

HARD Standard Crib
Patient Profile: Up to 3 years of age
Weight: up to 150 lbs (68 kg)

Specs:
Overall Dimensions:
1942: 30" x 60"
1952: 36" x 60"
Mattress Dimensions:
1942: 28" x 58" x 5"
1952: 34" x 58" x 5"
Overall Crib Height: 59"
Floor to top of platform: 29"
Height of sides: 26"

Additional crib sizes are available (smaller & larger) as a special order.

HARD Springfield Crib
Patient Profile: Up to 3 years of age
Weight: up to 150 lbs (68 kg)

Specs:
Overall Dimensions:
1943: 30" x 60"
1955: 36" x 60"
Mattress Dimensions:
1943: 28" x 58" x 5"
1955: 34" x 58" x 5"
Overall Crib Height: 75"
Floor to top of platform: 29"
Height of sides: 45"

There are more than 500 Standard or Springfield cribs in use in healthcare facilities across Canada.

HARD’s family of cribs and youth beds have been designed in consultation with doctors and nurses across the US. Many standard features, like Portland access were requested by nurses seeking to improve the quality and efficiency of care. The Hi-Lo option was added to help prevent back strain issues (in a given year nearly half of all nurses reports some form of lower back strain). HARD’s new Hi-Lo crib mechanism is available with a manual crank or in a fully powered electric version. Both provide a full 10 inches of travel raising the treatment surface from 34” to a more comfortable working height of up to 44” (depending on mattress thickness).

You will find a HARD crib or youth bed in over 200 Canadian Healthcare facilities.
CRIBS AND YOUTH BEDS

HARD Stockton Bed
Patient Profile: 2 to 5 years of age
Weight: up to 150 lbs (68 kg)

Specs:
Overall Dimensions:
1030/1035: 36" x 72"
2070/2085: 36" x 83"
Mattress Dimensions:
1030/1035: 34" x 68" x 5"
2070/2085: 34" x 79" x 5"
Height of sides: 18"
Floor to top of platform: 19" to 28"

HARD Monroe Bed
Patient Profile: 2 to 7 years of age
Weight: up to 150 lbs (68 kg)

Specs:
Overall Dimensions:
1030M/1035M: 36" x 72"
2070M/2085M: 36" x 83"
Mattress Dimensions:
1030/1035: 34" x 68" x 7"
2070/2085: 34" x 79" x 7"
Height of sides: 45" (including vinyl panels)
Floor to top of platform: 25" to 34"

HARD RaceCar Bed
Patient Profile: 2 to 5 years of age
Weight: up to 150 lbs (68 kg)

Specs:
Same as Stockton bed above.

More than 90 HARD youth beds are in use across Canada providing an appropriate sized sleep/treatment surface for peds.

REPLACEMENT MATTRESS / PADS

Replacement stretcher pads, bed and crib mattress to fit any manufacturer’s stretcher, bed or crib
- waterfall construction
- choice of covers
- latex free
- 2" to 6" thick, built to your spec.
HAUSTED 4160 PEDIATRIC STRETCHER
The Hausted 4160 Pediatric Stretcher is intended for transportation and examination of pediatric patients. The 4160 provides the security and comfort required for infants and toddlers with the convenience, versatility and mobility of a full sized stretcher.
- Pediatric rails with removable end rails
- Dual side foot pedals
- Lightweight and mobile

HAUSTED HORIZON YOUTH STRETCHER
The Hausted Horizon Youth Stretcher combines the safety of pediatric siderails with the convenience and versatility of a full-size stretcher. The three position vertical side rails are easy to use, and provide maximum patient security and end rails are removable to allow patient access.

Select from a wide range of bassinette styles, with or without cabinets. Available in stainless steel, chrome or epoxy finishes. Bassinets include the crystal clear basket and latex free pad with fluid proof, anti-bacterial cover. Replacement pads and baskets also available

BASSINETS

STAINLESS STEEL / CHROME
Looking for Stainless steel?
- IV Poles, accessories
- Infusion Stands
- Mayo Stands and Instrument Stands
- Solution Stands
- Foot Stools / Step Stools
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SLEEPER / OVERNIGHTER CHAIRS

Champion Sleeper / Overnighter Chair

Champion Sleeper Chairs offer the perfect seating/sleeping combination where overnight visitors are welcome. They are more comfortable, more durable, and are lower-maintenance than all others on the market.

Easy to clean, easy to use, low maintenance mechanism with no loose parts or complicated operation.

357 Designer Series

Improving patient comfort often means providing for the comfort of those who wait, especially when the patient is a child. Your guest furniture needs to be just as durable and easy to clean as other hospital equipment. All Champion overnights are built for comfort, durability and ease of use.

527 Overnighter Loveseat

Task Chair / Desk Seating

- Ergonomic
- Hospital Grade Fabrics for easy cleaning
- Customizable

Waiting Room Furniture

Comfortable, easy to clean furniture for your waiting room and guest areas.

info@globalmedical.ca
Healthcare facilities choose Follett ice machines and ice dispensing equipment for long-term reliability, customer-valued features and the industry’s best program of service and support.

- Follett equipment is designed specifically for healthcare applications
- Follett’s unique modular ice machine makes maintenance quick and easy
- Soft Chewblet® ice is the right ice for patient care
- Follett offers the industry’s largest selection – more than 35 models and configurations (countertop, free standing, wall mounted) to meet virtually any healthcare application.

**Antimicrobial product protection:** Critical ice and water components now have NSF-approved Agion®, silver-based antimicrobial product protection, to help protect the dispensers from biological growth.

**Complete water filter system:** Follett’s NSF-listed water filter system delivers the clean ice and water required by nursing and patients.

**SensorSAFE™ infrared dispensing:** Eliminates contact between the container and dispenser, Reduces the risk of cross-contamination, Available on all Follett ice and water dispensers.

---

**BLANKET WARMERS**

**Enthermics Blanket Warmers** ensure a comfortable, pleasant patient experience and improved patient satisfaction. We surround blankets with safe, comfortable, full-wall warmth with our patented multi-zone heating system. Enthermics blanket warmers can be set as high as 93°C/200°F, as much as 28°C/50°F higher than competitive units, to keep blankets warmer longer. Countertop and freestanding models available to accommodate all needs, budgets and spaces.
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Scale-Tronix 5002
Stand On Scale

Accuracy: 100 gm.
Weighing Range: 880 lbs / 400 kg.

The 5002 weighs patients without zeroing in between. It’s the only stand-on scale that automatically returns to zero allowing you to weigh a continuous stream of patients. A “Recall” feature retains the last weight reading after the patient has left the scale—until the next patient is weighed. If the patient gets off the scale and you forget the weight, simply press the “Recall” button. The previous weight is displayed and a “Prior Weight” message blinks.

The ergometric design is perfectly balanced to roll effortlessly. The low-profile platform remains motionless while weighing—provides accurate weight on any floor surface, even carpeting. The handrail is ideal for unsteady patients. Patients may hold the handrail without affecting weight readings.

Also Available: 5702 Bariatric Scale with a 1000 lbs capacity and a larger 24” x 26” platform.

The 6002 Wheelchair Scale is part of a family of scales that includes the 6002 (platform size: 24” x 26”), the 6702 (platform size: 28” x 30”), the 6702W (platform size: 28” x 32”), the 6772 Adjustable Bariatric Scale (adjusts for wheelchairs 18” to 43” wide) and the 6102 Flush Mount In Floor Scale (platform size: 32” x 36”). All scales can be used to weigh patients in wheelchairs, seated on a chair or standing.

Accuracy: 1/10 lb - 100 gm
Weighing Range: 880 lb - 400 kg.
The **4802D** is designed for daily and serial weighing of neonates, infants and toddlers. It’s a heavy-duty, stainless steel, portable unit with a built-in digital readout. This scale is accurate enough to weigh neonates and has large enough capacity for peds. The 4802D automatically returns to zero, allowing you to weigh a continuous stream of patients quickly and efficiently. The **4802D**’s readings are so accurate and repeatable that breast-feeding intake may be determined by weight. The 1 gram weighing option enables you to weigh diapers automatically to 1 gram, ideal for determining urine output.

**Accuracy:** 2/10oz-5 gm. Diaper/Preemie weighing 1 gm (optional).

**Weighing Range:** 45 lb-20 kg.

**Platform with Carrying Handles:** Overall 27 ½" X 16" X 7" stainless steel weighing platform. Removable acrylic cradle: 25" X 14".

With more than **700** pediatric scales in use in just over **200** different Canadian healthcare facilities, many of your colleagues have made the 4802 the standard in Canada.
Scale-Tronix 4302
Diaper and Organ Scale

Accuracy: 1 gm.
Weighing Range: 3000 gm.
Extended Capacity: 5000 gm.

The 4302 has the critical accuracy necessary for urine output measurements. Calibration is in grams providing a one-to-one relation to cc's of urine for easy, rapid calculations. Pounds or ounces may also be selected. Its robust stainless-steel construction assures long life and ease of cleaning.

OVERBED TABLES

Overbed tables from Global are stylish and functional. These tables are easy to clean and easy to adjust.

UTILITY CARTS / TABLES

Global Medical has an extensive variety of utility carts in stainless steel, chrome or anti-microbial polymer.

PEDIATRIC CRASH CARTS

Both FlexLine and Lifeline Crash Carts can be equipped with drawer pulls to work in conjunction with the Broselow® pediatric emergency system.
Designed for a code.
Not Adapted for one.

Find it Fast - Organized drawer dividers and trays make finding critical supplies and medications easy.

Be Efficient - Simultaneous access to medications and supplies by multiple team members.

Take Control - 5th wheel steering assist assures maximum control in transit and easy maneuverability during a code.

Three great reasons why your colleagues have made Metro’s Lifeline Code Response Cart the standard in their facility.

Need a cart that will adapt as your needs change? Consider the Metro Starsys System of storage solutions. Metro's Starsys family of carts and stationary workstations provide flexible and mobile storage that cannot be accomplished with built ins or traditional tool chest type carts. Starsys' wide variety of accessories allow you to customize a storage solution to suit your space and the supplies to be stored. Unlike built in fixtures these cabinets and carts may be easily reconfigured as your needs change. Do you need the strength of metal, prefer the cleanliness and durability of polymer but have a limited budget? MetroFlex has all the benefits of a polymer cart (it won't dent, rust, corrode, scratch or flake) and it comes at an affordable price.
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Since Lionville’s first keyless medication cart was introduced in 2000, more than 1800 nursing units have selected Lionville’s patented Lock Alert electronic locking system. Lock Alert allows quick access to medication, supplies and narcotics using nurse selected security codes and PINs.

Lionville’s “nurse friendly” electronic med cart is available in three models, 800, 600 or 400, each one designed to meet the requirements & size of the nursing unit.

Many clinics use Lionville’s 400 Series Med Cart as a low cost drug cabinet

This medication cart has the future of bedside med. administration in mind. Larger patient drawers are compatible with robot systems in use in many hospital pharmacies and a variety of flexible storage solutions were introduced to incorporate newer systems for delivering patient’s meds. Much thought was given to the nurse’s work surface and the need to incorporate laptops and other wireless input devices for the day when all charting is done at the patient bedside.

Security & convenience were also first line priorities. Lionville carts offer the most comprehensive and flexible security options to be found anywhere. Three levels of cart locking, from simple keys, to keyless unlocking to a complete cart entry logging system are available. Automatic cart re-locking (when the cart is unattended) is an available option on all carts.

All carts are custom built to your needs using individual patient / drug drawers, storage drawers and an endless supply of accessories.
Introducing MedDispense®, a budget friendly, single dose drug dispensing cabinet.

Easy-to-deploy, easy-to-use and even easier on your budget.

Metro’s automated dispensing systems streamline inventory and medication management, increase efficiency and help to ensure a better patient and caregiver experience. The MedDispense® system provides the perfect combination of security, simplicity, affordability and support for acute and specialty care facilities of all sizes.

Simplicity
The MedDispense® user interface is quickly learned and easy to operate – saving time and allowing you to focus on patient care. The system secures both your medications and supplies and seamlessly integrates with virtually any HL7 compliant hospital information system.

Quick Installation & Training
MedDispense® systems are easily deployed and most users can be trained in 10 - 15 minutes.

Affordable
MedDispense® systems provide the safety and availability of an automated dispensing solution without extra features that increase cost and complexity. MedDispense® systems meet the needs of the medical community, providing a solution with the perfect configuration for any facility. Metro offers a reasonably priced, modular system, tailored to your needs that improves security and efficiency.

Customers who use MedDispense love that it is modular allowing the system to be scaled to their needs and size. It allows them to build a system they can afford now and expand in future if needed.
Fully-Adjustable Display Mount: Raise, lower, tilt, swivel or rotate the monitor to find the ideal viewing angle. Monitor can also be lowered to provide enhanced visibility while travelling room to room.

Electronic Lift

Integrated Footrest

Standard Keypad Controller Easily power the computer on without IT involvement while providing access to battery level and task lighting.

Ergonomic Push Handles

LED Task Lighting Work surface and keyboard lights provide ample visibility

Ready-to-integrate. Ready-to-deploy: The innovative design of the Metro AccessPoint™ makes it easier than ever for IT and biomedical teams to integrate their own technology. The universal tray design accommodates technology from HP, Dell, Lenovo and more.

Next Generation Power Options 3 different chemistry options SLA, LiFe,Li-Nano

Metro's mobile computing systems feature a family of workstations, carts, and wall systems that help manage information and medication at the point-of-care. From innovative mobile computing solutions like the all-new AccessPoint™ to traditional Lionville® medication solutions, Metro is your ideal partner for your mobile computing needs, whatever your application, EMR documentation, medication management, and telemedicine.
TECHNOLOGY WITHIN REACH

**MetroMount™** wall arm systems keep information and patient data available at the point-of-care.

**Space Saving Design**
These durable wall arms and mounts install in minutes and offer access to information from a patient room or hallway. **MetroMount™** is designed to store compact and out of the way to maximize space.

**Easy to Adjust**
The wall arm systems are easily adjustable with a single-handed motion to allow nurses to work comfortably.

**Multiple options available to fit various applications**

---

WALL STATIONS / MOBILE STATIONS

**Enovate’s WallStation** wall mounted computer workstations give clinicians more locations for readily available data, empowering employees with decision making information at the point of care.

Cabinets are the secure solution to your patient privacy concerns when computer technology must be located outside the room or when you need to restrict access.

**Space Saving Design ● Height Adjustable ● Ergonomic**

**Enovate’s Powered Medical Cart**
Series,. perfect for Laptops, LCD, PACS and even medication delivery. Flexible Power Solution options including Lithium Phosphate

Ergonomic, height adjustable and optional electronic lift available for all carts
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Find out why your colleagues are replacing their dorm room style refrigerators with medical grade units from Follett.

- **Heavy-duty compressor and forced-air cooling** provide superior temperature pull-down and immediate recovery.
- **Quiet** compressor and coaxial fans allow use in noise-sensitive areas.
- **Exterior LED displays** product temperature in °F or °C.
- **Audible and visual high/low alarms** and keylock provide product security.
- **Stainless steel interior/exterior**, heavy-duty components and auto-defrost provide exceptional durability and convenience.

The Follett family of medical grade refrigerators are available in space saving **countertop**, **undercounter** and **upright** models.

Follett's superior temperature performance, temperature display and alarming features, and easier access make these refrigerators the right choice for your critical products.

**ORGANIZED STORAGE / CART ORGANIZATION**

Organized drawers, trays, carts and shelves reduce the risk of error, improve security and optimize your inventory and efficiency. **H+H Systems** divider kits let you customize, standardize and organize your carts, drawers and shelves. Trays and divider systems available for all carts.

**Standardize using exchange trays.**

All dividers are removable and adjustable. **Customize Standardize.**

**info@globalmedical.ca**
A: **Starsys mobile workcentres** configured to your needs and easily shifted for cleaning or as your space changes

B: **Starsys mobile tall storage** carts / cabinets available as one, two or three wide. Customize with clear view doors, pull out and fixed shelves / baskets.

C: **Starsys mobile procedural carts.** Swing out side pods increase work surface and access to additional storage.

D: **Starsys built in workspaces.** you choose drawers/ shelves, countertops - built to your spec.

E: **Starsys Overhead wall cabinets** increase storage space. Tambour doors or clear view door.

F: **Starsys stationary tall storage cabinets.** Configured to suit.

**MODULAR - CUSTOMIZABLE - ADAPTABLE**